First Steps
Toward Justice
BY GARY A. HENGSTLER

I

f the Israeli-Palestinian peace
accord holds and Palestine be
comes an autonomous, self-gov
erning region that may evolve into
the state of Palestine, it will be in no
small part due to the work of two
relatively obscure lawyers.
They have never met, but each,
in his own way, is working to create
a valid and acceptable legal struc
ture that will be the foundation upon
which peace and stability can de
velop in this strife-ridden area.
At first glance, they are a study
in contrasts. One is near retirement
age, while the other is in his youthful
prime. One is Islamic, the other
Jewish. One represents the legal
interests of the occupied, the other
the occupier.
But both are firmly committed
to the rule of law as a means of
resolving the centuries-old hatred
that has separated people of common
lineage. Both are reasonable, highly
personable and intelligent.
After discussing with them the
issues they face, one can't escape the
conclusion that if the extremists on
both sides would just back off and let
people like Anis M. Al-Qasem and
Joel Singer work out the details, a
solution could be found that would be
acceptable and ensure Justice and
fairness to both Palestinians and
Israelis. And therein lies the hope,
the basis for some. optimism. Be
cause at long last, the cooler heads
are trying to prevail. Whether they
ultimately will succeed remains aw
fully iffy.
Al-Qasem is a barrister in Lon
don, a member since its inception in
1964 of the Palestine National Coun
cil-a Palestinian-parliament in exile
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For two
l_awyers wlio
have never
mef..one Islamic,
the other Jewish
the goal is to
redefine how
Palestinians and
Israelis will live
in one land
headquartered in Tunis-and a con
sultant on laws of the Middle East.
He graduated in 1948 from the Uni
versity of London, Kings College, and
received a law degree in 1950 and
doctorate in 1969, both from the
University of London.
Palestinian National Authority
President Yasser Arafat named Al
Qasem to chair the Palestinian ·Na
tional Authority's High Legal Commis
sion, responsible for drafting the
constitution and legal structure of
the new Palestine.
Joel Singer, who headed .the
International Law Branch of" the
Military Advocate General's Unit of
the Israel Defense Forces in the early
'80s, was working. in the interna
tional law section at the Washington,

D.C., office of Sidley & Austin when
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
and Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
called him at the end of May with a
request "to come immediately, since
we want you to look at something."
"Since then," Singer said, "I have
been shuttling between Washington,
Jerusalem and Oslo, Norway."
Singer is the legal adviser to the
Israel Foreign Ministry and one of
the key Israeli negotiators with the
Palestinians.
On the Palestinian side, the
four-member legal commission will,
according to Al-Qasem, expand to
"include some members from the
occp.pied territories who are resi
dents with a legal background. At
the moment, all of them are from
outside."
RESTRUCTURING THE COURTS
The commission faces the daunt
ing task of re-establishing a Pales
tinian legal system, Al-Qasem said,
because "the Israeli occupation af
fected the judicial process in addition
to the legal framework of the coun
try. There are the [Israeli] military
courts, which are hardly courts in the
sense that courts are known. They
were appointed by the military com
mander in the area.
"Most of the criminal cases were
transferred to these military courts.
So ... the jurisdiction of the Palestin
ian courts in criminal matters was
severely restricted. The civil courts
were allowed to continue."
But, again, their jurisdiction in
a number of respects has been taken
away. For example, questions of land
ownership are outside the jurisdic
tion of the civil courts. The effect of
that has been a deterioration and

ties, and for that they do not need the
consent of the government as is the
case in many other countries.
"When the [Israeli] withdrawal
begins, I don't think that a legal
vacuum will be created-at least not
like that in the Soviet Union where
you have to change the entire legal
and constitutional system. In our
case, the main burden is the military
orders that restrict freedom and act
in arbitrariness.
"Once you remove that, you will
be left with laws to take care of a
situation-not adequately at first,
but at least the basic things can be
attended to. You will need to bolster
the judicial system to create more
courts, recruit more judges, but it
will not be a complete vacuum.
"The chaos that one sees now
can be attributed in large measure to
the presence of occupation. People
· are not inclined to obey the laws of an
occupier. This is natural. Particu
larly when they see that human
rights are fundamentally being de
nied. What worries me is [how] to
really re-educate people who now are
under a new system and have to
respect the law. In the past, there
was the temptation, perhaps justifia
ble, not to obey. But now that is not
the case. You have to obey the laws.
"The other factor is to impress
on them that the organization now,
the new administration, will itself be
subject [to the law]. Because the
trouble is that the arbitrariness of
the military occupation and the vio
lations of the human rights of the
Palestinians give the impression that
the administration is not subject to
[the law]-that it could do whatever
it liked. So you now have to educate
your own people and administrators
that really you have to obey the law
and respect the rights of others
citizens and noncitizens-under the
law."
And that presents the biggest
risk, the biggest fear among the
Israelis.

A NEED FOR PRAGMATISM
"They have so many obstacles,"
Singer said. "First of all, you are
talking law and order, you are talk
ing about courts and police. Remem
ber, we are basically talking with an
organization that is in transition
from a terrorist organization to a
statehood. I cannot tell you· where it
is now situated-is it somewhere in
the middle or closer to statehood or
closer to a terrorist organization?
Sometimes it depends on who you
speak with. We have lots of problems
with regard to their being able to
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IDF military compound
in the city of Goza.

assume the responsibility.
"They are not prepared, men
11We Palestinians
tally or physically. They have not yet
come to grips with the new reality. I
have been living
can give you a few examples. The
under emergency
police force. We want them to estab
lish a strong and efficient police
powers for the
force, because we are well aware of
the opposition that they will encoun
last 70 years• ••• I
ter and we want them to succeed.
am not going to
Because if chaos would be created,
we will have to somehow come back
maintain any
which is something we don't want to
do. They come to us proposing a
emergency
police force of 30,000 officers. We tell
them that you don't need more than
powers.''
3,000 to 6,000 police officers.
''You cannot afford paying the
salaries of 30,000 police officers; it
woµld take years to train them and
you can't do that. But for them it is like a politician and we are talking
very important to have something with the people who hold the budget.
which is like an army because of The individual with whom this agree
national pride and so on. But they ment was negotiated with in Oslo
don't thirik of how to pp.y their was the secretary of finance, and he
salaries. This comes as a second knows better than anyone else what
-the ·situation uf the PLO is. And they
priority."
(Another Israeli source described don't talk with one another now.
the internal conflicts within the PLO:
"Arafat says, 'I want to have my
''We know that Yasser Arafat thinks own money.' When he says his own
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money, it means with his picture on
the [bill]. And the PLO economists
tell him and us, 'We can't do that. We
need to maintain our economic ties
with both Jordari and Israel. It takes
time.' And he [Arafat] says, 'No, I
want my own money.' So you have
this clash. And I can go one issue
after another to show the clash be
tween pragmatism and ideology.")
But does Israel think Arafat
will be willing to turn over decision
making powers to a judicial system?
"No," Singer replied. "That will
create a �onflict. He is not ready.
Listen, in the PLO delegation, there
are individuals who tell us, not in the
conference room but in the corridors,

ABA Section
Gets Involved

In the wake of last fall's peace
agreement between Israel ahd the PLO,
the Middle East "is not so different from
other places where there have been
dramatic political changes that have
allowed people to take a fresh look at
legal structures," says James H. Carter
Jr. of New York, chair of the ABA's
Section on International Law and
Practice. In recent years, the ABA has
sponsored several programs that have
provided technical legal assistance to
regions experiencing political changes.
''We are in the process of working
with others to identify regional needs
and where the ABA can be helpful in
promoting peace and security," says Jay
M. Vogelson of Dallas, chair-elect of the
section. The areas of legal need, adds
Carter, will depend on the extent of the
Palestinian's self-rule within the
autonomous regions. 'The section is
studying the issue, but it is too soon to
focus on specific programs."
The section will hold a National
Press Club dinner at its spring meeting
featuring a panel discussion titled 'The
Middle East Process: Will the Israel
PLO Initiative Provide a Basis for
Regional Security and Prosperity?" The
panel will consist of senior government
officials from the United States, Israel,
the PLO and other countries, and will be
held April 28 in Washington, p.c.,
roughly two weeks after the target date
for the complete withdrawal of Israeli
forces from the Gaza Strip and Jericho
set forth by the agreement reached last
·September.
-Joseph Wharton
how they personally killed other
[Palestinian collaborators] with their
own hands. And we are talking about
the legitimacy of a court system? It

establish a system that gives the
will take time.
"The Palestinian court system people the security that they have
that exists now in the streets is that been missing for the. last 26 years.
whenever they capture someone ac That's why there will be a great
cused of either collaboration with emphasis on due process of law.
Israel or unmoral behavior, they
"And this I am also introducing
take him to _the main square of the so that not only the affected party
town and read aloud the sentence can go to the court and claim his
and either shoot him in the head or remedy, but any citizen who hears of
the legs. Now, they need some time a violation can go to the court and
to progress to a [legal system that is ask for a remedy. I am also thinking
of a law, in addition to the normal
more just]-but it will happen.
"But, with all due respect to the procedures under the criminal law
profession, the court system is not and the constitution, to create the
the first priority. The first priority is office of ombudsman to whom any
to be able to establish [their own citizen can go and complain.
internal stability]. You see, they
"In this, I am resurrecting and
have the PLO from the outside modernizing a Shari'a concept, be
from Tunis-and they have the PLO cause the ombudsman really started
from the inside. And they have inter in the Shari'a. The ombudsman is
nal clashes in Tunis. I guess that really a guarantor of public order,
probably 50 percent, if not more, of public rights."
·the PLO proper either voted against
Sort of a nonjudicial dispute
the agreement or voted against it by resolution?
not being there.
"Exactly, to reinforce the reso
"They have the Hamas, the lution of disputes and rights so we
Islamic Jihad in the Gaza Strip, have it on two cycles. This man or
which is not only against the agree body to whom people can complain if
ment, it is against the existence of they had made an application to that
Israel. They have 10 opposition administration and did not receive a
groups situated within Iraq, Syria reply-because, remember, I want to
and Libya who are cooperating against address a situation now from which
people have suffered. I want to give
the PLO and Israel.
"First of all, they have to estab the citizen a right to a remedy to
lish control. And they need money enforce the concept that a citizen's
desperately because the PLO is still rights have to be respected. It's not
on the verge of bankruptcy. Before only that you ask the citizen to
they start modernizing the sewage perform his duty, but you also have
system, they. need to pay salaries. to respect his rights."
Al-Qasem's proposed court struc
And then will come other priorities
like the court system, human rights." ture would follow "the normal proce
dure-court of first instance, court of
appeal and supreme court, which
PROTECTING HUMAN RIGHTS
would be the highest court in the
"Incidentally, in the draft agree land. And also an administrative
ment I am working on," said Singer, process under which you can chal
"I am including articles about human lenge the decisions taken by the
rights. And I am talking about the administration if they are illegal, if
Palestinians treating humanely their they are arbitrary, if they are beyond
own opposition, because we feel that the powers of the administration.
"We have in English law, as you
so long as there is not complete
independence, we have some respon know, mandamus, etc., but we want
sibility, if only marginal. They will to give it a wider scope so that any
carry the main responsibility, but we administration is not beyond judicial
cannot absolve ourselves of all review. If you want to challenge an
responsibility for whatever is going act of the administration, you won't
need [its] approval."
to happen there.
But is there a provision in the
"I have been talking to the Red
Cross, urging that they not only visit draft constitution for emergency pow
our prisons but their prisons as well, ers, for suspending the constitution?
"No. There isn't because we
in order to make sure that their
detainees are treated humanely, not Palestinians have been living under
emergency powers for the last 70
only our detainees."
Human and individual rights years-under the British mandate
are a primary concern for Al-Qasem and then under Israel. I am not going
as well. "Two important sections of to maintain any emergency powers.
the Palestinian constitution I have Not one of them. The Israelis them
prepared deal with human rights, selves appealed the emergency regu
because all of us are concerned with lations enacted under the [British]
that," said Al-Qasem. "We want to mandate. But then they instituted
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